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ABSTRACT 

The motivation for this research pr ~ t w th re earcher's deep desire to establish the 

strategy development pr influencing them in Public sector enterprises (PSE) 

especially during th ttm f officers in these corporations were for the first time, 

requir d t ign p rf rman e contracts. A fundamental expectation of these performance 

contracts wa t provide a basis for evaluating the performances of these officers and by 

extension a justification for contract extensions and rewards or for contract termination as the 

case may be determined. 

In setting out the goals to be achieved and the time frame in which the stated objectives are to 

be met, the strategy to accomplish the goals takes on an integral role. Being held responsible 

for the performance ofPSE's, what factors would affect the strategy development process? 

In public sector enterprises, profitability as an objective is usually relegated in importance and 

seldom features as such. Indeed, amongst the objectives for which the KPC was formed, none 

of these relate to profitability. A primary objective of any Government is to create employment 

for its citizenry and this tends to run counter to the profit objective. It is for this reason, 

amongst other things that profitability as an objective occupies an ob cure position. 

onetheless the performance of the chief officers needed to be e aluated In thi context 

tb refor ho ~· did the corporation develop its strate!,ry and what are th fa tor that influ nc 

th d lopm nt o th trate . 

ht h 

tthm h 

ti 
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involved personal interviews using an interview guide and secondary data in the form of the 

existing corporate strategic plan. 

The strategy development pr r K have for the most part been a combination of 

planning, design and ·m r ·n fh de! ign strategy development process has gained 

particular pr min n · ' uring th last ten years during which time the performance of PSE's has 

come under inten rutiny both from the major shareholder, in this case the government, and 

the public 

The factors that influence the strategy development process are political considerations, the 

desires of government, the preferences of the CEO and the influences of the regional dynamics 

exerted by regional countries and trading blocks like the East African Cooperation and 

Common Market of East and Southern Africa (COMESA.) 

As a commercially oriented company, the strategic objective of K.PC is expected to be pegged 

to profitability. As a state-owned utility company that is 100% owned by the government, her 

objectives are not always as clear as would be the case of a privately owned profit motivated 

enterprise. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The concept f 'trat g) r ' 1 e around deliberate attempt, by an organization, to obtain 

sustainable 1 ng-t rm advantage in the delivery on expectations of stakeholders. In the 

words of Sun-Tzu's The Art of War (4th century BC), Strategy is the great work of an 

organization. It is the key to survival or extinction. Its study cannot be ignored. Strategy 

is about winning. It is not a plan nor a detailed program if instructions, but a unifying 

theme that gives coherence and direction to the actions and decisions of an individual or 

an organization that enable it achieve superior performance. According to Johnson and 

Scholes, ( 1999), strategy is the direction and scope of an organization over the long term, 

which achieves advantage for the organization through the configuration of resources 

within a changing environment to achieve the objective of meeting the needs of markets 

and to fulfill stakeholder expectations. 

The strategy of an organization is affected not only by environmental forces and resource 

availability, but al o by the values and expectations of tho e who have power and 

influence in and around the organization. Whether strategy is the re ult of rationality or it 

i in u nc d by p onal con ideration . the culture of the organization or true ur o the 

n rally accepted i hat for an or aniz ti n to uc d it mu t 

y th t th r mu t b n lh 

). 



The business operating environment has undergone tremendous change over the last few 

decades that have necessitated bu ine s managers to adopt proactive strategies for 

survival, growth and developm nt . lt h b n b erved that those organizations that have 

ignored these chang and £ 11 t r act r to proact, have been compelled to shut down 

or to dra tically urtuil th al f their operations (Thomas Hayhoe and Ass, 1990). 

In the pa t, fr m a global perspective, the vast majority of organizations in Kenya 

operated in a regulated, privileged and protected environment (Minister for Finance, 

Kenya 2003). This position was to change fundamentally during the 1980's when 

technological advances greatly reduced the trade barriers of communication and 

geographic distances (World bank report, 1991) The liberalization and globalization of 

the world economy further reduced these barriers allowing for foreign companies to 

participate in domestic markets. Under the protected trading regimes, it was common 

place to find lethargic over-established organizations whose only claim to existence was 

their often monopolistic and protected status. Bhaya ( 1967) notes that Public Sector 

Enterprises (PSE's) operate in a social milieu where a number of external factors are 

continuously impinging upon and affecting internal corporate logic and motivation. As 

such, there was no urgency to improve performance through efficiency and quality 

operations. To be successful in the global tradmg environment, companie today ha e to 

comp te not only again t domestic competitor . but also against the b t compames m the 

orld Drury _QQO . 

1 o c mp iti n, h i ht n b. th m one pt ti n n 

li raliz 
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developments (avoid using person names. Use title instead.). More recently, companies 

have had to conform to public demand for good corporate governance (Kangoro, 1998) in 

the wake of mega scandals u h th t f Enron. PSE CEO's such as that of the KPC, 

find themselves oblig d t tgn nuance contracts with explicitly spelt out targets and 

measures of p 'rfi rmun Th re ult of the foregoing has been greater focus on 

innovation, a tri ing f r continuous improvement, total quality management, value chain 

analysis and benchmarking for non-competitive advantage activities. 

1.1.1 Strategy Development 

Various theories have been advanced about the development of strategies m 

organizations. The two prominent schools in this regard are the planning and design 

school and the emergence strategy school. (Johnson and Scholes) The planning and design 

school holds that organizational strategy is the result of deliberate planning and design 

and constitutes deliberate attempt to analyze the context of the business environment and 

the organization. This is achieved by analyzing the political, environmental, social and 

technological environment in which the business operates to establish the opportunities 

and threats that exist and in respect of which the organization needs to take advantage or 

to prepare mitigating strategies against, respectively. This chool also holds that an 

internal evaluation of the business is performed to determine the trength and 

r m 

o the organization. The e strength on titut internal capabiliti in ludin 

borrowing capa i · p r onn 1 nd o 

th 

ul in om h 

u h 

th 

nnul t 



that takes into account the environmental analysis visa a VIS the organizational 

capabilities that best enables the realization of the organizational objectives. 

The emergence school of trat l pment holds that strategy development is the 

result of continuing r l'lni .uti n l d ci ions that take a form or pattern over time. This 

school contend that trat _., i not the result of a deliberate plan, but rather an emergence 

of a consi tent and coherent pattern of decisions and actions by individuals in the 

organization. 

In effecting an environmental analysis and diagnosis, organizations attempt to determine 

the impact of significant environmental factors on the objectives of the organization and 

to accord time to management to anticipate opportunities and to plan to take advantage of 

them, on the one hand. On the other hand, it helps to develop an early warning system to 

prevent threats or develop strategies that can turn a threat into an advantage or provide 

mitigation against the threats. Cite sources of your info. 

An environmental analysis and diagnosis consists of examining the economy at present 

and in the anticipated future. Factors considered in such an analyses include the stage of 

the business cycle; the inflationary trend in prices of goods and services; the monetary 

policies including interest rates and currency stability; fiscal policie and tax rate . It also 

include exammmg the demographic factors such as change m population, th 

tratification of th p pulation and the income di tribution. G graphic f tor 

c n id r includ tar t area of p ration and r location· clim tic and 

an th t rrain an pr du t r 

n id r th 

ul ti n. 



In examining the technological environment, management effectively searches the 

environment for changing technology affecting the organizations raw materials, 

operations, products and ervi that uld have profound impact on the organizations 

ability to realize it obj tiv . n idered are suppliers and the availability and cost 

of raw material·; :.ul th and the cost of energy; availability and the cost of 

borrowing and th avaJ.labthty and the cost of labor. In analyzing the competitiveness of 

the indu try. the management considers the ease of exit or entry into or from the business; 

the availability of substitutes; the major strategic changes to current competitors. The 

Government effect on the operating and business environment is considered to determine 

the effects on the business and operations of the firm 

Management also examines the capability of the firm by performing strategic advantage 

analysis to identify current strengths and weaknesses in the organization and probable 

future strengths and weaknesses and determine actions necessary to close the gap 

between desired and expected outcomes in the circumstances. Management considers the 

marketing and distribution factors that include positioning, price, product and promotion; 

Research and development factors and its capability to sustain ongoing business. 

Examination is made of production and operational management factors and their ability 

to provide the basis neces ary for achieving the organizational objectives; corporate 

r ourc and p r onn l factors necessary to effectively support th organization 

unction and realization of objec i e . 

1.1.-. Ih c nt ·t f tr t li .t r nt r ri 

1 i an •hi h mm nt 
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controlled by the state. PSEs have in fact been in existence in Kenya since the colonial 

era when major transport and communication corporations such as the Uganda rail 

way, which is presently know n th nya rail ways, were established . Other such 

PSE's included the a t n an and Telecommunications the East African Ports 

and Harbor and th · n an Airways. As a consequence of the government change 

m 1963. the flrst independent government of the Republic of Kenya 

inherited many of them. Among those were that covered a broad spectrum of the 

economy including agriculture, transport and communications, trade and commerce, 

education and research and revenue collection (Sessional Paper No. 10.1965). Many of 

their original objectives are yet to be realized today. 

Inspite of what was substantial and heavy government investment in these enterprises, the 

performance of many of them, if not all, has been dismal (Economic Recovery Strategy 

for wealth and employment creation) and account for 12% of the country's total 

indebtedness, (Trivedi, 2004). That PSE officials are beholden to the whims of their 

ministers, as noted by Heclo and wildavsky (1974), suggests that the strategy 

development process could be less than objective and be highly subjective to 

acceptability by ministers. The particular problems envisaged are related to 

accountability, good corporate governance, objectivity and independence. Inde d, the 

problem of accountability ha many facets as ob erv d by Herzl inger. 

P E' ucb KP re 100% o ·n d by the overnmcnt. Th unding or the P 

m d ou of th public und th t o nun 

QO);)I,;,,.,, n h 1 f o 

m h 



this context therefore, a major question arises with regard to strategic management and 

performance. Schacter, M (2000) ob erves that citizens demand accountability in return 

for powers granted to the exe ut1 t roi ~.: nd pend revenue. 

The management of P n found to be a major impediment to performance 

(Oyugi Commi · ion. l ). ther commissions whose findings indicated that PSE's 

were po rly managed include the degwa Commission (1971); the Waruhiu Commission 

(1980) and the Ndegwa P Commission (1981). The Waruhiu Commission report 

concludes by stating that the poor selection of civil servants appointed to head PSE's has 

been the root cause of poor management in most of these organizations. Following an 

analysis of the performance of African PSE' s in 1991, the World Bank 1 stated that PSE' s 

present the most urgent problems of public sector performance. It concluded by stating 

that African governments should nor only examine ways of increasing operational 

efficiency of PSE's, but should also examine the possibility of placing greater reliance on 

the private sector. In cases where the appointing agent for the chief executive of PSE's, 

also appoints the auditor general in charge of corporations and is also responsible for 

reprimanding offenders through the appointment of the CEO of Kenya anti-corruption 

authority, then accountability may suffer as a result of the CEO's being beholden to the 

appointing agent ( Waruhiu Commission, 1980) . 

1.1. . h K nya Pipelin mpan_ imit d 

Th KP bli h d in 1 7 by the Go mm m K nya K . It i 

0 nd i on o tho th t h n 

il 



petroleum or petroleum products from Mombasa to Nairobi, for the account of the 

Company or the account of others and any other pipelines in east Africa as the company 

may determine. The sub equ nt n 1 : t manag , own or operate such pipelines and any 

other pipelines any oth r p1 ltn (whether or not built by the Company) and all 

ancillary pumping, t rul.! and ther facilities; and such other plant, equipment and other 

and tmmovable as the Company may consider desirable and to 

manufacture, con truct maintain or modify any of the same. 

Since then and up to the present time the Company commercially operates a pipeline 

system for the transportation and storage of refmed petroleum products from Mombasa to 

Nairobi and further to the Western cities of Kisumu, Nakuru and Eldoret. Since the 

construction of the initial phase of the facility, some expansion has occurred in the East at 

Mom bas a, the point of the intake of the facility and westwards. The over-riding objective 

that motivated the incorporation of the company was the desire by the GOK to establish 

an efficient, reliable and safe mode of transportation for the product from the port of entry 

towards the hinterland. It was envisioned that this would spur economic development, 

reduce the potential danger on Kenyan roads and lead to reduction in the wear and tear of 

the roads caused by the presence of heavy road tankers (KPC corporate strategic plan 

2003/4 to 200 19). The total length of the pipeline is currently 863Kms and con i t of 

Line 1, a 4 -okm 14" line from ombasa to airobi which became operational in 197 . 

Pump tation ar 1 ated at regular interval of-- -m . Line 2 and "' con i ting of ' and 

6' pip lin run from airobi- inend t-Eldor t and m nd t- ,. umu r nd 

. Th o rail ' ilit 

7 
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of the Western Kenya pipeline extension (WKPE) depots of the facility is that they have 

loading facilities that enable the compan load product onto the shippers trucks directly. 

Other than the Cornpanie t, 

Transportati n and t ra 

4 f th Laws of Kenya and the Memorandum and 

rations of the company are governed by the 

· ) Agreement that was signed between the KPC and its 

major clients (referred to as Shippers). This agreement sets out operational aspects of the 

facility. Save for the KOSF and the WKPE expansions, which occurred in 1986 and 1994 

respectively, there is at present the on-going and fairly advanced progression of the 

pipeline extension to Uganda. There is also the construction of the Truck loading facility 

in Mombasa. Finally, and not least under any consideration, is the proposed Liquefied 

Petroleum Gas (LPG) project which is envisaged to consist of an LPG import and storage 

facility. These are all strategically significant projects and proposals as far as the future 

operations of the KPC are concerned. The proposed expansion to Uganda will enhance 

profitability and competitive positioning. The proposed LPG handling and storage project 

can be expected to enhance KPC's competitive positioning while the Mombasa loading 

facility that is proposed for Mombasa, is expected to lead to greater profitability (K.PC 

corporate strategic plan 2003/4 to 2008/9). 

The Kenya Pipeline Company Limtted has been subJected to fundamental change in it 

operating nvironment. Prior to deregulation of the petroleum indu try in 19 4, KP 

op rat d in a r lat d en ironment wh n all refined p trol urn pr du t tran p rt ti n 

u m h 
th t 

p pi nnin 



secondary often-annoying routines. Capacity building and such other "soft" asset 

enhancement was more a re warding tool than a strategic action tool. 

The changed environment br u ht b ut by increased demand for good corporate 

governance and gl balt uti n h er the period, led to strategic planning. The company 

has develop d a ddi rate bu iness strategy for the future aimed at business expansion 

and consolidation of the market position; diversification of business as part of business 

continuity planning· cost cutting and efficiency improvement measures; continuous and 

effective performance measurement and revenue enhancement through optimal asset 

utilization. 

There have also been efforts towards establishing inter-modal transportation capability at 

all depots (KPC corporate strategic plan) : determination of staffing requirements and 

focusing training and development towards value creation; holding stakeholder meetings 

and conferences to establish the degree of stakeholder satisfaction as a means of 

developing effective strategy. 

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 

In PSE's, profitability as an objective is usually relegated in importance and seldom 

features as such (GOK Se s10nal paper, 1965). S1milarly, amongst th obj cti s for 

which the KPC was formed, none of the e relat to profitabiliry (KPC Articl of 

iation . It i und r to d that a primary obje ive of n G mment i 

mploym nt r it hi run c unt 

pr bl h pr It iii 

n p r u 



from Africanization of the economy to providing venture capital. Many of these 

organizations are actually in a dismal state today and hardly make impact on their 

intended objectives, much a th ar till k pt in existence (ERSWECiv. It is no secret 

that every govemm nt in p w r int its own people to run these PSE's It has been 

argued that th nt n pre ent good opportunities for planting political party 

supporters a a r ward t them when a political party assumes power. 

KPC's operating environment has been and continues to be one of near monopoly. In 

essence, the nature of the business of KPC is such that the colossal amount of initial 

capital expenditure is prohibitive and forms a kind of entry barrier. (Re Porters five point 

theory for Industry analysis). Indeed, at the inception of the KPC idea, the private sector 

declined to take up equity in the project. The WKPE cost four billion shillings whilst the 

Uganda extension is estimated to cost six billion shillings. Once such a facility is in place 

however, the likelihood of a similar one being constructed is minimal when 

considerations of economic justification come into play. This situation gives rise to a near 

monopoly status. As with most monopolies, a monopolistic status gives rise to 

complacency and insensitivity to the wants of the consumers (Kotler, P 2001 ). 

Government as a player in the commercial areas has a broad scope of interests and 

objectives. As Ogeto (1994) notes, PSE's have not been making as much profit compar d 

to pri at ector companie for a given amount of in tment. H furth r not that in 

d velopin countri 

obj ti 

ti 

m1 1 n 

ut 

P E' ha e grown bt:yond th ir original purp tz nd 

ny fort to r - fin or clari th 0 ~ ti f ~ in oth r 

n unci II r 
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and Hotels. Efforts to improve the performance of PSE's include the formation of the 

Parastatal Advisory Board in 1999; the enlargement of the Inspectorate of PSE's; the 

formation of the Kenya anti -corrupti n mmi ion; the introduction of the Privatization 

Bill and most recently, th tntr u ti n of performance contracts for CEOs and Chief 

Officers ofP E' . 

Strategy development at KPC is subject to additional influences. The corporation is 

subject to the State Corporations Act and being in the energy sector, means that the parent 

Ministry of Energy vets and approves all investment decisions. Current government 

regulations require that all financial transactions in the cases of PSE's, must obtain 

treasury approval. 

Since these are requirements and if they represent the various pressures faced by PSE 

Executives, then this would beg the question of the strategy development process of the 

KPC. 

This paper is an attempt to look at and review the context of strategy development by the 

organization in the context presented. 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

The objective of the tudy is to establish the trategy de elopment proce e and factors 

influ ncing the pro 

1.4 i ,nifi an f th tu ~ 

n r h d thi i 1t m tim 1 th 
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Executives and senior officers. The PS for Personnel management, under whose portfolio 

the exercise falls, said that the government has embarked on public sector reforms with a 

view to transforming the mandat . tru tur , procedures and performance of the public 

service in order to effi ctiv I it nabling role in the socio-economic development 

agenda of the country ( n tttzati n workshop, KSMS 2004) 

The Economic Reco ery Strategy for Wealth and Employment Creation (ERPWEC) 

2003-2007 identifies state corporations as one of the sectors that need urgent 

reforms. The strategy paper notes that the problems attributed to PSE's emanate from 

among other things lack of clear performance contracts that would facilitate monitoring 

and evaluation of performance of chief executives and other senior officers of PSE's. In 

the budget speech of June 2003, the Finance Minister reiterated the government would in 

future hire chief executive on the basis of performance contracts. KPC is one of those 

PSE's that have been selected to pilot the implementation of the new directive. 

The significance of the study therefore is that policy makers and managers of the PSE's 

will understand the strategy development and selection process. This may be useful in 

setting performance targets and measures; providers of capital will understand the 

strategy development and selection process at KPC and investors will be able to make 

well informed decisions regarding their inve tment. I will obtain know ledge in the area 

of trategy d elopment and election in P E' . 



CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This section of th 'r will r a review of the available literature on the concept of 

strategy and trat gy de elopment. It will also look at factors affecting strategy 

development. 

2.2 The Concept of Strategy 

The concept of strategy is built around winning! Strategy helps to achieve success 

whether in business or other wise. Success, in this context refers to the realization of 

objectives that are desired. Effective strategy is formulated around four common 

factors. These are that the goals and objectives are simple, consistent and relate to the 

long term, there is profound understanding of the competitive environment there is an 

objective appraisal of the resources available and that there is effective implementation 

(Black well publishing, 1980). The concept of strategy negates the contention that 

superiority or initial endowments or skills and resources are typically the determining 

factors of uccess! 

Ind ed, 2002 years ago, Sun T::u wrote: 

' o th oth r and know , ourself· 

num h ith ut p ril. 



Triumph completely. 

(The Art of War, Sun Tzu, 4th Century B.C.). 

The task of busine trat t rmine how the firm will deploy its resources within 

the environment t ti · 1t l ng-term goals and how to organize herself to implement 

that strategy. J hn n and Scholes, (1999) observe that there should be a strategic 

fit. That for a strategy to be successful, it must be consistent with the firms goals and 

values, with its external environment, with its resources and capabilities and with its 

structure and systems. Lack of consistency between the strategy pursued by a firm and its 

internal and external environments is a common source of failure. 

The evolution of business strategy has been driven more by the practical needs of 

business rather than by the development of theory. Bruce Henderson, founder of the 

Boston Consulting Group observes: 

Strategy is a deliberate plan of action that will develop a business 's competitive 

advantage and compound it. For any company, the search is an iterative process that 

begins with recognition of where you are now and what you have now. Your most 

dangerous competitors are those that are most like you. The differences between you and 

your competitors are the basis of you advantage. If you are m business and are elf 

upporting, you already have some fonn of advantage, no matter how mall or ubtle. The 

obj ti i to nlarg the cope of your ad antage, which can only h ppen at m on 

hi thi ·m , m 0 d 0 , m 
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internal capabilities and competencies. Developments in the resource-based view of the 

organizational competencies and capabilities pointed to the firms internal resources and 

capabilities as being the primary , ur f pr fitability and the basis for the formation of 

longer term strategy. Pri r 1 1h1 'nod, the emphasis was a quest for optimal 

positioning within th ·n 'tr nment. Indeed, the focus upon internal resources and 

capabilitie ha empha tzed the differences between companies and the need to exploit 

these to establi h unique ad antages. 

Porter, M, (1980) notes that competitive strategy ts about being different. It means 

deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a umque m1x of 

value. Strategic management theory suggests that organizations generally weave their 

strategies around a generic strategy that is either one of cost leadership, differentiation or 

focus, from which emanates the grand strategy that ts adopted by the 

organization. Further, it is ascertained that strategic analysis and choice is the outcome of 

the strategic management process. Chandler, ( 1962) defines strategy as the determination 

of the basic long term goals and objectives the adoption of courses of action and the 

allocation of resources necessary for canying out the goals. 

2.3 trateg Development and Proce e 

Thr 1ew of trategy d velopment are that th trategy hould re ult from fonnaliz d 

planning i d elop d through the 1r tion of an indi idu l or group. but n 
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for strategic fit between the environment and the organizational capabilities. As such, the 

process involved an appraisal of the organizations external and internal situations and the 

seeking of an optimal fit. Chandl r, -) n tes that the process of strategy development 

in the planning cho 1 i n fi nnal procedures and training and significant 

qualification. Mintz -ro. ( 1 -) notes that most successful companies do not start 

out with detailed trateg1c plans. That their plans emerge over time from the pattern of 

decisions they make on key aspects of their activities. 

Managerial choice, preference and judgment play a role in the determining the 

organizations strategy within certain constraints. These constraints include culture. As 

noted by Eldridge and Crombie, (1974), national cultures refer to the unique 

configuration of norms, values, beliefs, etc. that characterizes the manner in which groups 

and individuals combine to get things done. Another constraint is political. Brown, (1995) 

notes that organizations often act irrationally, that their goals and objectives emerges 

through a process of negotiation and influence, and that they are composed of competing 

and shifting coalitions of groups and individuals. Handy, (1986) observed the tendency 

for individuals and groups to pursue courses of action that promote their interests, 

regardless of the organizations formal goals. 

Pearce and Robinson, (2002) state that to achieve long-term prosperity, trateg1c planners 

commonly e tablish long-term objective in the areas or profitability, producti ity, 

comp titi po ition emplo de elopment mploy r lation . hnolo i al 
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integration, joint venture, concentric diversification, conglomerate diversification and 

retrenchment or turnaround, divestiture and liquidation. 

The strategy selection deci i n n ycle represents different stages of analyses that 

lead to a deci ion ab ut wh· t trat gy choice will be made between various strategies that 

are consid r d avail· I . ln considering the alternative strategies, the objective is to 

ensure the most appropriate strategy is chosen that enable the organization to maintain or 

improve its perfoiTI?-ance. Primarily defining the business of the organization and 

determining where it should be in the future does this. For a strategy to be selected, it 

must be suitable, feasible and acceptable. Strategic management alternatives are 

analyzed, cash flow projected, key indicators computed to address concerns and 

recommendations and ultimate selection, made wherefrom. According to Pearce and 

Robinson (2002), several alternative strategies are generated and systematically evaluated 

in comparative frame work. The quality of the ultimate choice is thereby logically 

enhanced. The business level strategy involves analysis of the match between the 

business's current strategic position and the major strategic opportunities and threats that 

exist or will exist in the envisaged period. The examination of the probable results of 

pursuing the current strategy in light of the new business-environment match comparison 

of these results with tentative business objectives to identify major performance gap and 

trategic concerns follows . 

Th p nultim t ta ident ifi lternati e tr t ie in ord r to clo pl: onn nc .... p 
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choices are arrived at through analysis, judgment, bargaining and inspiration (Nutts, 

2002). It is noted however that the various options are best suited to different 

circumstances. Analysis on the n hand i r commended in cases where the both the 

objectives of the an Jy i an th means for it are know n. It is assumed that the 

performance m a ur from the objectives so desired will form the evaluation 

basis (Churchman t aL 1967) The judgmental approach is suitable to situations where the 

objectives of the exercise is identifiable but the not the means of obtaining the results. In 

such circumstances, Mintzberg et al, (1976) propose the use of an expert. It must be 

pointed out at this point that criticism has been leveled against the adoption of this 

method on the grounds that it can be used to legitimize or doctor the outcome to what is 

desired. . Strategy selection involves understanding the underlying bases guiding the 

organizations future strategy, generating strategic options for evaluation and selecting 

from amongst them (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). 

The process of bargaining in strategy selection is recommended in circumstances where 

objectives being sought are unclear. According to Hackman, (1990) and Pleffer, (1992), 

stakeholders negotiate and settle on a decision, which is then adopted. The initiative 

approach to decision making on the other hand refers to managers using thetr gut feeling 

to make strategic dectsion. (Stetner, 1979). Thts model proposes that long years of 

xp ri nee are a definite prerequisite for its adoption. This model of trategy el chon 
1 
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group equilibrium. They observe that strategy selection follow s the same direction as the 

dominant group interest. 

Comerford and Callagham, t t ~ that strategic decision-makers seeks to 

understand the cnvironm ·nt in \ ·hi h th organization operates and ho w these affect the 

strategy mechanism. They conclude that there is indeed no best 

method f trategy electiOn for the enterprises, and that each selection should be 

contextual to the organization if it is to obtai_n optimal results. Kaplan and Beihocker, 

(2003) have a fundamentally different perception of strategy selection. They assert that 

strategic planning is about the preparation of management to make strategic decisions and 

that strategy selection is a real time consequence thereof. 

N arain, ( 1979) in a theses notes that the establishment and continuance of PSE 's is a 

political decision and its operations are controlled at strategic points by a system where 

the politician has the final say. This position is supported by Caves, (1978) in a research 

paper who states that the Government may not al ways provide the support or 

protection which the PSE deserves and this may seriously affect the decision making 

process. Koske K (20030 notes in his research on trategy development at Telkom (K) 

Ltd, that middle management though responsible for strategy implementation, were not 

involved during the formulation tage. 
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observation is that there have been attempts to integrate vertically so that the supply of 

raw material is guaranteed especially in lo w seasons. In this way the larger players 

provided storage facilities to th pr du . Th larger players in the industry were also 

found to adopt cone ntri 1 ti ati n as a grand strategy. In majority cases, 

profitability wa th 1 n' t ·nn uve. 

In the motor vehi le dealerships and franchises, Kombo (1977) in a research studied the 

strategic responses of firms in the liberalized operating environment of ~he upsurge in 

purchase of second hand reconditioned and used cars. He found that before liberalization, 

profitability and market development were primary objectives and strategies respectively 

Subsequent to liberalization however; survival and the quest for improved efficiency took 

Priority. Bett (1995), researched into the strategic marketing of diary products in 

Kenya. The study established that firms in the dairy industry had made strategy 

adjustments m the marketing mrx components in response to the changed trading 

environment. 

Gakombe, (2992) studied strategic choices adopted by private hospitals in Nairobi. He 

found that most of them have adopted cost leadership as the generic strategy. In mo t of 

the ca e , profitability rs the prime objective that is pursued through a concentration 

trategy. He also found that diver ification i the 1 a t pur ued option due to th 

ub tantial re ource requirement-. Fa tors that mo t influence trategy el tion i found 
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Good corporate governance aims to ensure that all actions of the organizations are in 

effect geared to wards benefiting the oraanizations and the owners interests. That the 

appointing authority uses th m t r ard ronics begs the question, how suitable are 

these men and wom n h1 h th y are posted? As the Waruhiu commission 

report, ( 1 0) ~)lm of poor PSE management. Since the last general 

election h ·ld in m r of 2002, only one public advertisement of the position of 

CEO f a P E Datl) atlOn, June, 13 2003) had been done. It can be reasonably 

accurate! c ncluded there from that the recruitment process is more subjective than 

objective. In terms of objectivity, the question that arises is just how objective a CEO can 

be if he or she is beholden to facilitator, umpire and benefactor all rolled into one? The 

PSE s have boards that are responsible for their performance. In many cases, the 

appointing agent of these boards is the same as that which appoints the CEO (W aruhiu, 

1980). 

The independence of the board of directors and CEO in carrying out the functions of the 

PSE is an imperative of good performance. The state corporations Performance 

Contracts Regulations 2004 provide that every P E hall have all the powers neces ary 

or expedient for the performance of its functions. Wheth r the e powers nece ary ar 

availed or not is not clear at this point. \Vhat may be a ked how er regard th 

uitability and fe ibility of the trategy. 
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Controlling the implementation of the strategy is achieved by evaluating the results of the 

strategy against the objective of th organizations to ensure that the strategy and 

implementation will meet obje t1 P m1anc targets and standards are set; the actual 

ur d viation analyzed and modifications executed 

of either th tar • t r th im l m nt t10n methods as appropriate. (Glueck.WF and Jauch 

LR4th d) 

2.4 Factor that affect Strategy Development 

There are in effect many factors that influence the choice of the course of action and 

indeed the strategy that an organization will adopt. These factors include the ownership 

structure of the organization and the mission and scope of the organization. Indeed not

for-profit organizations will tend to select strategies that at dissimilar to those of profit 

ones. Child and Smith, (1987) note that sector practices and norms combine to determine 

the path a firm must take for its future success. National objectives, practices and cultures 

also play a role in strategy development. Hofstede, (1980/90); Leadership, here referring 

to the style and type of leadership whether autocratic or participatory; stakeholder 

preference and en ironmental context; and organizational politics. 

ccordin to Ch udhry and am ud, (200 1) institutional own r hip afll t th corporat 
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relationships. Porter, (1992) notes that shareholder in effect plays a dual role of lender 

and service provide. 

The emphasis on long t rm u is intractably embedded in the plans of the 

organization and ' pital m nt through training, innovation, development and 

carried out in other parts of the world especially in 
growth an: tui 

Eur p al that managerial priorities were the interests of shareholders and 
owner . Ind d. managenal finance has long adopted shareholder value maximization as 
the prime objecti e of majority enterprises. Poole et al., (2003) suggest that managerial 
shares tend to compel managers to focus on consumer interests in strategic decisions and 

choices. This is supported by what has come to be known as the marketing concept that 
holds that consumer interest should be the driver of business decisions. (Kotler, 2001) 

The mtsston and scope of the organization are the raison d 'etre or the reason for 
existence of the organization. In many cases, the scope is stipulated in the Articles of 
Association of the enterprise. What distinguishes one organization from another in the 
industry is the mission which defines the way that the scope and objects of the 
organization will be fulfilled. 0 ter, (1995) states the miSSIOn explicitly tates th core 
values of the organization or the founder of the bu in . It thereD re e tablishe the 
fun dam nt 1 op o op ration in terms of wh th r thi i to b long t rm or short t rm. 
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groups and individuals combine to get thins done. Peters and Waterman, (1982) stressed 

the importance of corporat heroes in shaping the fortunes of excellent 

companies. Handy, ( 1 that there seem to be four types of culture; power, 

role, ta k and p r n. 

In P ' th strong positive correlation with the personal 

chara t ri ti f the CEO in office at a particular time (Oyugi Commission, 1997). Their 

strategies are also influenced by national objectives (Bhaya, 1967). The absence of 

performance contracts for CEOs means that each operates in some kind of free fall with 

each determining their mission (Caves, 1978). The reality however is that they hold these 

positions in fiduciary position and should therefore pursue the mission of the public, who 

is the owner. The tragedy however is that the owner can seldom reprimand or punish the 

agent who may feel that they o we allegiance to the appointing agent rather than the 

owner (Public sector reform program). If therefore the appointing agents interest is at 

variance with that of the owner chances are that those interests of the appointing agent 

will prevail. As Heclo and Wildvsky, (1974) found public managers have no objective of 

their own and they simply follow the instructions of their political masters. To the extent 

that these instructions are incomplete or unclear, public officials will fill in the detail by 

second guessing the ministers mind. 

L ad rship is ab ut i ing dire tion to th organization. It i doing th ri ht thing Yuk 1, 

not that it i a m jor factor th t di ingui h 
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leadership plays a significant role in the selection of strategy is not in doubt. As noted by 
Bourgeois, (1984) most senior members of an organization have significant impact on 

expenditure decisions. 

Ring and P rry , (I - n ted that in the public sector, strategic choice is influenced by 
politician . hn id r and Arnaud de Meyer, (1985) found that the attitude of 
management can ha e profound effect on the strategic decisions of management. They 
conclude that though an organizational SWOT analysis results in a fairly objective 
assessment final decisions are often affected by subjective considerations. Porter, M 
(1999) notes that the environmental uncertainty can be objectively assessed, but Duncan 
(1972) notes that the environment will be perceived differently by different managers. It 
an therefore be reasonably concluded that understanding the relationship between the 
different perceptions of the organization and the environment and the interpretations of 
events and strategic responses of managers is desirable. 

In PSE's too, risk avoiders will favour the conservative strategies that minimize risks 
where this is the shareholders preference. In this context, as observed by Heclo and 
Wildavsky (1974), the managers will pursue convenient strategies rather than appropriate 
ones . Strategic decisions have the characteristics of being long-term and often involve 
large amounts of investments (Pearce and Robmson, 2002), Lev1ck1, ( 1996) note that 
whate er the direction, strategy analysis must be carried out before making any important 

ci ion . To chie e long-term advanta e over omp titor' variou tratc i hav to b 
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effect the strategy? The strategy should have a fall back plan that allows the firm to 

respond to aggression from competitors. 

As observed by John n n (2002) the final choice of strategy and prioritization 

may b diffi ult r may place desirability over suitability. On the other hand, 

if th trat gy is successfully implemented, it will be rationalized as 

appr priate. The role of judgment in strategic choices must not be overlooked since 

ubjectivity and judgment play a significant role in strategy selections. Other scholars 

have argued for the profitability of a particular strategy as the determinant of desirability. 

The Oyugi commission ( 1997) also found that political and structural factors affect the 

performance of PSE's, where performance is seen in the light of strategy development, 

selection and implementation. The World Bank report, (1991) states that the public sector 

has been the core of tht! stagnation and decline in growth in Africa. Fadahunsi (1996) 

further notes that PSE's are faulted for their inefficiency, non-profitability and for 

resource wastage. 

onetheless, by the 1990s there emerged consensus that was too much anti-public 

ectonsm and the culmination was a World Bank Report, (2000) conclu ion that p E's 

had great potential to reduce po erty and that go d P E' are as o mt d with high r 

income growth national wealth and social achie m nts. 



CHAPTER3: . RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

Thi tudy m 1 d the case study design. A case study was the methodology chosen for 

its up ri rity in suitability and adaptability in performing a complete and in-depth 

contextual analysis of the process of strategy development in the Kenya pipeline 

Company Limited. The case study will provided the detail considered necessary to obtain 

valuable insight in answering the research problem. Further, it facilitated the collection of 

complete and corroborative information from multiple sources within the organization. 

3.2 Data Collection 

The study collected data from officers m the Corporate Planning and Business 

development, the Engineering, Human resources; Operations and Finance Departments. 

All of whom were proposed as respondents. The other respondents were drawn from the 

respective departmental membership with focus on those responsible for the strategy 

implementation specifically the service delivery depot managers 

The tud primarily in olved p r onal interview of s Iected offic rs of the corporation in 
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3.3 Data Analysis 

In conducting the tudy, I r rd 'd and analyzed the responses obtained to the closed 

questions and u tn t idt.mtify and categorize responses for analysis. I adopted 

content analy ·i pen-ended questions due to its suitability in objectively and 

sy temati all m asunng the semantic content of the responses received. I selected a 

unitization cheme with a graduated and exhaustive categorization of the responses 

received. In this way, the richness of the data was captured and retained. 



. 
CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS 

AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introducti n 

Th finding ar the re ult of personal interviews carried out with the respondents 

identified in the chapter 3 Research Methodology section of this study. It is also the 

result of the study of secondary data obtained from Kenya Pipeline Co. Ltd. including the 

Strategic plan, Other documents perused include sessional papers and departmental plans 

and strategic analyses. This paper presents the findings from an objective appraisal of the 

responses received and the information contained in the strategic plan. 

4.2 Strategy development 

One concept of strategy development is that a strategy once developed, forms the basis of 

future strategies which then tend to develop there from, rather than fundamentally 

changing direction in punctuated equilibrium. In such cases, incremental change in 

strategy is interpreted to be re-alignment with the changing environment. 

Aspects cons1dered in strategy development are the expectations of shareholder u ually 

the large and influential stockholders . Cultural and political con id rations are also mad 
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Technical; compnsmg Operations, Engineering and maintenance sections and Non

technical; comprising Finance, Auditing, Corporate Planning and Business Development. 

Managing Dirt!ctor 

Audit manager 

Deputy MD 

Chief Technical manager 

Operations manager 

Administration manager 

Human resources manager 

Corporate planning & Business development 

Finance manager 

Engin ring manager 

Th Corp rat plarming d partm nt h ra itionally 
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automatically assumed the leading role in the exercise, notwithstanding the fact that 

holders of the office have been from diverse academic and experiential backgrounds 

including but not limit d t and Engineering. The implication of this has been 

that strategic man g m nt w n t fully appreciated. The exercise tended to b more of a 

planning rath r th· 1 tr t gic management process 

Prior to 1 7, trategic planning was confined to the preparation of the annual budget, an 

exercise that was once again traditionally perform~d by the Corporate Planning 

department. This is according to who? Please indicate how you got this information. The 

role of the other departments was limited to a preparation of what each perceived to be 

necessary for the performance of its functions in terms of recurrent and capital 

expenditure. The year 1997, not long after the deregulation of the petroleum industry in 

1994, marked the first real attempt to formulate a strategic plan. The exercise involved a 

critical assessment of the operating environment. But even then, strategic decisions made 

bore the indelible marks of patronage, political and other external influences and 

considerations rather than internal corporate logic. Up until the year 2004, the 5-year 

corporate strategic plan was almost single handedly prepared by the corporate planning 

department, with peripheral participation by the other departments. 

It i important to note at this point that the ca h flow pattern and re enue generation 

tream 0 th company \·as table and totally predictable owing to the exi t n e of a 

0 rnm ntal 1 gal notic r quiring oil hipp r to u he pipdin rom the p rt of 
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Year 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Revenue 2,003,171.00 3,4 5,241.00 4,295,417.00 4,484,061.00 

Kshs'OOO' 
~. 

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Revenue 5.133 096.00 5,620,745.00 5,990,732.00 6,697,106.00 

Kshs'OOO's 

This stability and predictability rendered the exercise of strategic planning unnecessary 

and the efforts made at strategic planning were more a plan on how to share the expected 

cake rather than how to bake the cake. Annual budgeting itself was an exercise of 

percentage increments to account for actual and anticipated inflation and a determination 

of the acceptability of the estimates. A further characterization of this period was the 

taking on of projects not contained in the budget and generally spiraling expenditure 

4.3 Mission and objectives 

The mission of the company at inception in 1974 through an act of parliament is also 

contained in the companie Art1cles of As ociation (AA). It was to build a p1peline for the 

con eyance of petroleum product from Mambas a to airobi for the account of th 

Company or h account of othe and any other pip line in Ea t frica th omp ny 
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equipment and other installations, movable and immovable as the company may consider 

desirable and to manufacture, construct, maintain or modify any of the same. 

The mis ion tatem nt: 

"To effici ·ntlv, · ·oflomic lly and safely transport, store and deliver 

petroleum product to customers while optimizing shareholder value with 

utrnost respect for the environment" 

KPC's objectives are not always as clear as would be expected of a privately owned, 

profit-motivated enterprise. KPC 's mandate refers to infrastructure and service provision 

and not specifically to the generation of profit. The company's key performance measures 

focus on throughput and the company has to pay due attention to the issues of national 

security. Notably absent in its mandate is specific reference to value for money or return 

on investment 

Indeed the over-riding objective that motivated the incorporation of the Company was 

the governments desire to establish an efficient, reliable and safe mode of tran portation 

for petroleum product from the Port of recetpt in Mombasa to the hinterland. The 

government al o hoped to reduce the wear and tear on the road occa ioned by the hea y 

road t n • . Ironicall, at the morn nt, P E chic cutiv offic r o which the KP ' 
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uniform direction guiding the actions and decisions of individuals in the organizations. 

Evidence of this is contained in previous budges that were invariably cancelled and out 

of budget actions taken. 

plan strategically fi r th 

on strat gic p 'r p ttv . 

y a re pendent, "managers in the past tended not to 

n. Rule of thumb rather than critical evaluation based 

the accepted mode of operation." 

4.4 Strateg development, evaluation and choice 

Strategy development is about understanding the strategic position of the organization 

through a deliberate gathering of information and intelligence about the internal and 

external environment of the organization cite source here. It is also about understanding 

the underlying fundamental issues that will inform future actions; the generation of 

possible courses of operations in the circumstances envisaged and a selection of a course 

of action that is deemed to most suitably address the circumstances in realizing the 

objectives of the organization. 

Strategic objective of the KPC is to be the most modern petroleum transportation 

company. It is proposed that this objective will be realized through: Consolidation of the 

market position through expansion of the network in the East and Central African region; 

Development of an Information Communication Technology pohcy and Capacity; 

D ployment of the late t technology in its operations; Trainino and De lopment of taff 

and ffi ctive mana ement o ·n led e and Di er ification. 
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4.4.1 Environmental analysis 

The KPC as of January to Jun _QQ c ntrols approximately 85 to 90% of the refined 

petroleum product tr n rt· ti n market in the country. The incorporation of the 

company and th t1 n fthe first phase of the facility, a 495 kilometer Mombasa-

Nairobi Lin w m pu Ult of public responsibility. In essence, the long-term objective 

was to enhance safety on Kenyan roads by removing the petroleum tankers and 

concurrently enhancing the longevity of the life of the roads. To achieve this, a strategy 

of service development of the petroleum transportation service through the construction 

of a multi-product pipeline was conceived. At the time, most transportation of the product 

was made through the road and rail tankers. Soon thereafter, a legal notice obligating oil 

companies to use the pipeline was enacted and the KPC was born, beginning commercial 

operations in 1978. 

Significant milestones in the development of the KPC strategy have resulted from 

appraisal of the operating environment and of the organizations competencies and also 

from external influences. One of these was the acquisition of the Kipevu Oil Storage 

facility (KOSF) from the GOK m 1986 that fundamentally shifted the Company's 

trategy, hitherto primarily pipeline transportation, towards petroleum re ervoir storage. 

Worthy of note about this acquisition is the fact that the KO F facility was constructed 

by the GOK through the finistry of Energy a a r crvoir for national trat gic oil 
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from tariff charged to users net of operational costs. KPC subsequently assumed 
ownership and settled liability with the Ministry of Energy. This significant strategic 
change that effectively gave ri rtical integration was therefore the result of external 

influence rather than int m I rp rate logic per se. 

Anoth r ignifi ·ant mil t ne was the extension of the pipeline in the Western region via 
the We tern Ken ·a Pipeline Extension (WKPE) in 1994. This particular strategic decision 
that resulted in service development, was for the most part the result of environment 
appraisal, internal evaluation, strategic evaluation and choice. The management at the 
time when the WKPE was first mooted in 1989 wondered why the service offered by the 
KPC between Mombasa and Nairobi could not be extended to the western region. An 

evaluation of the operating environment at the time determined the following: 

Politically, the time was opportune since the road tankers continued to wreak havoc on 
the roads. Environmentally, several petroleum spillages had occurred from road tankers 
that had damaged the environment. This when considered against the impeccable record 
of the KPC at the time meant that an extension proposal would elicit favourable 

consideration. Another important consideration at the time was the closer collaboration 
between the heads of governments of the three east African states and revitalized talk 

about the creation of an east African Community. Being the only refined p troleum 
product tran p rtation company in the region ave KPC a hug ad antag in po itioning 
to b om the r ion for roo t p trot urn tran p n compan~ in th r ion. Th 
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At the present time, political instability in the middle east and specifically in the oil 
producing and exporting (OPEC) countries represents a risk to the throughput and 

revenue generation stream f th mpany 

On the oc
1 nomi, fr nt. the po ible creation of jobs at a time when the economy 

wasp rfonning rl · as a timely and welcome investment. As the only shareholder in 
KPC it wa imperati e that the project be viewed positively by the government of the 
day if it was to fly. The acceptability of the project from a sociological standpoi~t seemed 
strong considering that the pipeline is constructed underground at a depth of six feet. 
From the experience gained from the initial phase of the facility, owners of lands across 
which the pipeline would pass could be counted on to grant easy access once the line was 

laid and to pose no construction obstacles. 

Technologically, the pipeline as a mode of petroleum product transportation has proved 
efficient and effective over the other modes. KPC had the technical knowledge from 
successfully operating line one for the past ten years. Then also, the demand for 
petroleum product was growing as regional countries changed their supply points to 
stations along the KPC facility . The projected demand would provide a suitable return on 
investment. In other regions of the world the ptpeline mode of transportation had been 
establ ished as the ideal and with pipel ines expanding around the world, KPC was well 

po itioned to take advantage. 
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m the market, K.PC invested in over-head loading technology that enabled it load 

petroleum product directly to the trucks in the WKPE region. In saving the shippers 

overheads attendant to maint inin di tribution offices in the WK.PE region, the KPC 

caused the compani t m m r dependent upon its services. The effect of this has 

been to c mpcl th · n t u er to shut down their regional operations and depend upon 

KPC. The pr v1 1 n of this service forms an exit barrier against shippers leaving the 

service of the KPC. 

Indeed, a major threat has been the possibility of damage to the pipeline and inability to 

transfer product. This threat has been mitigated by the development of inter-modal 

transportation capability at all of KPCs stations with provision for truck loading and in 

some cases, rail loading.(KPS Corporate plan, 2005/6 to 2010/11 The threat of vandalism 

has been, is and will likely continue to be a major threat to KPC. Not only is there the 

threat of direct loss of product; there is also the contingent liability that would arise if the 

line were punctured and there was environmental degradation. As happened in a Nigerian 

pipeline, a leakage of the product into inhabited regions could result in colossal damage 

to property and life. 

An evaluation of the profiles of the major shippers established that the competition 

among t them revol ed around distribution margins primarily. Th1s pro tded an 

opp nunit for K.PC to forge ah ad with plans for in estment in o rhead loading 

t chn logy and to au ment thi with th provi ion of offi e p 
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At present there are plans who says this? to diversify into transportation and storage of 
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) by utilization of excess capacity currently existing within 
the company. This strat gy i m nn d by the increasing use of LPG amongst Kenyan 
households and th ~ v mml!nt objective of protecting the environment against the 
destructi n and f ·lltn~ f tree for firewood by promoting the use of LPG through 

tandardizing LPG regulators. 

The extension of the pipeline to Uganda is in furtherance of the strategy of concentration 
in petroleum pipeline transportation. It is being pursued to further consolidate the 
Company's position in the market. Through the entry barrier posed by the limiting 
colossal capital requirement, with current estimates pegged at Kshs. 2 billion, (ref table 1) 
the company will position itself strategically for opportunities that will be accorded by 
the Sudanese oil. Indeed, when this oil flows South, KPC will be a natural choice. 

According to the corporate plan of KPC, opportunities existing in the operating and other 
environment of the KPC include the emerging markets of south Sudan and the mining 
activities of Northern Tanzania. Also targeted by the KPC is delivery to mining activities 
in the Great Lakes region and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Proximity of 
the facility to the Moshi International airport makes for good opportunity smce it 18 

already connected by rail and is close to the commercially vibrant town of Arusha in 
orthem Tanzania. Other landlocked countrie of ea t rn frica, uch a Rwanda and 

loping a reliabl alt m ti r of petr I urn u pi~· to the 

hith rto u d c ntral c rrid r u in th no Dar-



Table.1 

... 

l Kenya Pipeline Company Limited 

\Plan project - ·tr t 
I 

I I I I Total cost, Kshs 11 tcn·i n f \ hne to Kampala- 600 '000 '000. 00 

ha 1 

Exten ion of pipeline to Kampala- 1,390,000,000.00 

I 

phase II 

l I I 
I 

I 
l I 

I 11,990,000,000.00 

I 
I 

I l 
I l I 

I 

I I I 1 

Source: KPC Corporate strategic and financial plan -1 
I 2005-2010 

4.4.2 Internal organizational analysis 

The earnmg capability of the KPC is a maJOr strength that influences its strategy 
development. On the most part, KPC has pursued an aggressive strategy of expansion and 
investment in mega projects that have cost in the billions of shillings. Its ablhty to earn 
ba ed on the con i tent and unifonn re enue generated o er many year coupled with it 
lmpr iv r cord of loan repaym nt m . it at ractiv to l nd r of tar e capit l. B th 

nation 1 n int m tional b n •illin t m KP . 
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years there has been a steady decline in the debt to equity ratio that has been favorable to 
increased borrowing to finance capital projects. 

Ratios 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Profit to apital 

employed 

Debt ratio 

0.09 0.08 0.2 0.15 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.03 

3.47 2.54 1.15 0.68 0.47 0.47 0.38 0.24 0.17 

Source: KPC corporate plan 

The technical competence of the staff is another factor that has influenced the 
development of strategy at KPC. An effective training and development program 
facilitated by good corporate liquidity and a culture of learning in the organization has 
facilitated a good team of well-trained personnel. The pay of staff, currently regarded as 
one of the most well rewarded PSEs, has lent itself to attracting some of the most 

qualified personnel available. 

The nature of the KPC operations makes it particularly attractive to pursuing an 
aggress

1
ve strategy. Its zero lead-time capability is unmatched by all the oth r 

comp titor and pro ide a competiti e trength. In e enc . a hipper n eding urg nt 
dcliv ry 

0 
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The weaknesses of K.PC as largely were associated with her inability to manage her 

reservoir of knowledge. For many years, well-experienced and trained staff have left with 

all their knowledge without an well-organized transfer neither to juniors nor to 

other staff. In term p r n- r , this has been a major weakness inhibiting on the 
company abilit t competitive advantage fully. The distinct competency 

enjoy d by th KP fa illty users in the form of negligible lead-time is intertwined with 

the expectation of continuous operation of the pipeline. The inherent weakness here was 

that the maintenance of the pipeline was contracted out exposing KPC strategy to 

vulnerability and dependence upon the availability and efficiency of the contractor. To 

consolidate her position, KPC has invested in and developed internal capacity to maintain 

this key competence by considerably improving the response time for pipeline fractures 

or punctures leading to predictable and manageable downtimes. 

4.4.3 Consideration of strategic alternatives 

Looking at the K.PC from an investors stand point, the primary interest of the shareholder 

as is manifest in the performance contract terms signed by controlling officers of PSE' s 
' 

is value creation through higher returns , rapid growth arising from continued growth of 

the bu iness and lower nsk within acceptable and appropriate limtts of nsk and 

uncertainty 

trat 
1
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present, chief executives and senior officers of KPC have been required to sign 

performance contracts with specific requirements and targets, one of which 1s 

profitability. The pos ibl , i ning f competing infrastructure in the form of 

Kenya railway , T n ni r· il ay and the Mombasa-Kampala highway could mean 

more c mp titi n ut thi i th ught unlikely to be a serious threat to the business of KPC 

given it di tin ~tt e c mpetenctes. 

The KPC has pursued a concentration strategy, (K.PC corporate plan) to continue to serve 

its customers in the same service defined in its objectives or in very similar sectors. 

Indeed, KPC has, for the past twenty-eight years operated the pipeline for the conveyance 

and storage of petroleum product. Its major facilities have been and continue to be the 

pipeline and ancillary plant and equipment. The main strategic focus of the KPC has been 

on the incremental improvement of functional performance. The company has 

concentrated its resources in the pipeline and ancillary equipment used for transportation 

and storage of petroleum products. The functional performance of the organization has 

improved in terms of time taken to move bulk quantities of refined petroleum product and 

the cost of moving the unit quantities. 

Major reasons and factors influencing the choice of strategy have been that the firm ha 

been performing well and has perceived itself as successful. A senior executive with the 

corporation tated that "KPC has for many year b n in 1 d out a a howca p E for 

it p rform nee nd h con i tcntly paid dividend to the gov rnm nt th 

ll h r m nci 1 bli n ul . 
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K.PC has not had any major reasons to change its strategy. It has enjoyed competitive 
advantages unavailable to its competitors and the concentration strategy has largely 
evolved out of manager pr -D rrin n t t consider any alternative strategies when what 
they have work . lnd d. th m nagers prefer stability than the disruptions that are 
attendant t r utinc: in trategic changes. The possible politicization of strategic changes 
and the effect ar 1 ue managers and the CEO of the KPC would rather do without. 

The environment has been relatively stable with the consumption of petroleum products 
largely stable and predictable. Serious threats to the business and existence of the KPC 
are largely absent. As noted by several respondents, "past CEO's of the KPC have tended 
to invest company resources in ventures that are non-core and respect of which the 
principal beneficiary has been the contractors rather than the strategic direction or 
positioning of K.PC". With 80-90% of the petroleum product transportation business 
consistently handled by the KPC over the past twenty years, hers has been near monopoly 
status in the industry. Without the threat of competition, the concentration strategy that 
pursues continued stability provides a viable alternative. 

Further responses from the respondents indicated that the KPC has pursued an expansion 
strategy. "from the initial 450-km line 1 from Mombasa to a1robi, the alternatives have 
included whether to incorporate spur lines from the main line or whether to expand orth 
or outh of th e ·i ting line." KPC decid d to continue it expansion d ep into th 
hint rland in a ~ tward dir ction and at pr t a airl~· d ·an d 
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investment has been made and continues to be made towards increasing her capacity for 
storage and speed of delivery. In the case of extending the pipeline towards Uganda, the 

strategic issue facing the KP h b n whether to and on what terms to include external 

or private participati n ln r 

ari en ab ut wh ·th ·r t h 

4.4.4 Choice of trategy 

m rders for the first time, strategic questions have 

qmty participation, owner operator or joint venture. 

The choice of expansion and concentration strategies by the KPC has been the result of 
several influences and considerations. These influences have been as follows: 

KPC has enjoyed stable, predictable growth and revenue generation and its activities and 
structure have evolved to manifest this. The result has been a reluctance to risk anything 
likely to significantly affect its operations. The managers have tended to prefer stability to 
risk taking. The effects of demand for greater accountability and performance by the 
public coupled with specific requirements for performance under the performance 
contracts has also led the KPC to stay the course in pursuing stability rather than risk 

taking. 

In choo ing to expand, K.PC managers have equated expans10n with effectivenes . Pa t 
manager ha e wanted to create and control empire and b remembered for the things 
they did. Th e man ger ha e b en motivated by the allure of rnon p ly tatu and 

p w r IT Th t mal pr ur of he region l tate lar 1, c rnpri inu 

in th hint rland h nt an r li bl u pl.,· 
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Past managers of K.PC have been risk averse. Indeed, the managerial attitude toward risk 

has been one of pursuing stability. The fact that the organization is 100% owned by the 

government has meant that th d f autonomy necessary for effective strategy 

evaluation and 

effectively a· um · r · 

o ' mewhat absent. It has therefore not been easy to 

thty for the strategic decisions. 

Managerial p \ er relatiOnships have also played a key role in the determination and 

choice of strategy. Indeed, the KPC information technology strategy was initially 

propagated by and effectively advanced by the CEO at the time that was a renowned IT 

scholar. Political considerations have also had their place in strategic choices and the 

location of some depots as too the headquarter designations accorded to the stations . 

In opting for a joint venture in the extension of the facility to Uganda, the KPC has 

chosen to further its expansion and consolidation strategy in the region through cooption 

of the foreign government in the project. The implementation of an inter-governmental 

agreement is expected to proceed seamlessly. In this way, the risk of the capital outlay for 

the extension going across the border is shared between the two governments. 

4.4.5 trateg implementation 

The trategy implementation process at the K.PC is ach1e ed through a sene of tep . 

The e t p in lude the ensitization of the ta f of the measurable obj ctive of th 

company. One the trat ic plan h be n pprov d. a ta - matri de , loped and th 

m nt i n d nnm l din n impl m nt ti n 

mu h n in th 



team. The capital budget is demarcated from other budgetary items and appropriate 
sources of funding considered. 

Resource allocation and pr purin th budget, each department prepares a preliminary 
budget based on th ta · k · i nti fied from the approved CSP. These, together with the 
action and ta k matri. · ar r iewed by the CSP team and approved and from the basis of 
the approved capital budget. The review consists of ensuring alignment with the approved 
CSP. This resource allocation includes the identification of staffing r:equirements and 
human resource planning for the anticipated future operating environment. An 
examination is also made of the structure of the organization and consideration made of 
whether it addresses the requirements of the strategy. The WKPE for example 
necessitated fundamental changes to the organizational structure that enabled effective 
operations and strategy implementation. 

Development of an organizational structure that emphasizes the key tasks identified for 
the creation and delivery of value. These key functional departments are then assimed 0 

tasks and the key performance measures identified. The chief executive then supervise all 
the key operations and exercises control over performance and the realization of 

objectives. 

Staffing of the various functional departments with the requisite personnel to perform the 

tasks id ntified 

Th tr 1 ic plan monitorin d v lu tion committ th impl m nt ti n 

hr u h n 
th 

th 
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management effects changes it deems necessary, either by amending the targets or by 

taking corrective actions in replacing staff. 



CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, 
CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATION 

5.1: Summar 

The strategy development processes at KPC have for the most part been a combination of 
planning, design and emergence. The design strategy development process has gained 
particular prominence during the last ten years during which time the performance of 
PSE's has come under intense scrutiny both from the major shareholder, in this case the 

government, and the public. 

The policy of liberalization and the formation of regional trading blocs offer the most 
formidable challenges as well as the best opportunities for KPC. What may be regarded 
as the sunk costs make KPC the best option for the regional blocs and present an 
invaluable opportunity for expansion and consolidation of her presence. KPC has the 
technical know-how of operating a pipeline having done so for the last twenty s1x years. 
Other factors that influence the strategy development process are pohtical cons1derations 
the de ire of go emment. the preferences of the CEO and the pre ure of the 
en ironmental dynamic · uch a that e ert d by the regional countri and tradin r bl k . 

ti · oth r or t 
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Sustained economic growth m countries served by the pipeline infrastructure and 

continued cooperation. This 1s integral to the strategic plan considering the huge 

investment in building th pip lin infr tructure, which requires substantial quantity 

throughputs to r m in vi bl 

Good c rp rat g rnance and stability in management tenures and peace and stability 

in the regi n erved by the pipeline. Although 100% owned by the government, the KPC 

is a commercial enterprise which must therefore be ru~ as such if the mission and vision 

is to be achieved. 

Continued goodwill from the major shareholder which happens to be the government 

with adequate support for the company management. As the single shareholder, a 

congruence of intentions is the only way forward and KPC banks heavily on this 

goodwill. 

5.2 Conclusions 

Looking at the KPC as a commercial business, from the standpoint of an investor, the 

primary concern is about the creation of value which will be driven by three main factors: 

Higher returns, smce investors value investments with superior sustained returns, and 

ind ed 0 emment can no longer support non performing PSE's 
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Since the government owns 1 00% equity in KPC, it can only be hoped that appointments 

of chief executive officers to KPC will be meritorious and effectively and objectively 

evaluated. 

5.3 Recomm ndati n 

The intr duction of the Performance contracts requirements for chief executives and 

senior officers of PSE enterprises should be seen as a beacon of hope for hitherto below 

par performances by the PSE's. Indeed, CEO's and senior officers would need to justify 

their remuneration by specific reference to the achievement of deliverables that they have 

undertaken to deliver within a time frame. 

And therein lies the "Achilles Heel"; How to set realistic yet challenging goals and 

objectives and the determination of specific measurement frameworks that realize the 

desired objectives; and monitoring and evaluating the performances of the chief officers 

to determine whether they are progressing as desired and taking corrective action. 

Corrective action against non-performing CEO's should consist of an objective 

determination of the cause of the failure. This should include a review of the strategy 

adopted to establish its suitability in the realization of the objectives and a review of the 

target and goals. Essentially, the determination of the strategy should b the 

C 0 and nior offic rs. Wh re this i not o it com dtt 1 ult 
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Strategy monitoring and evaluation requires the availability of specially trained and 

experienced personnel who may be hired from Institutions of learning and consultancies. 

Indeed, in the more develop d ',: rl , Universities and other Institutions ofhigher 

who purcha 

plan to overc m 

fun tn fr m private sector corporations and the government 

. trategy development must be seen for what it is: A game 

tacle and continuously emerge having achieved objectives. They 

must cease to be e, erc1ses where senior officers simply go to talk, but where they start 

the walk! All organizations should develop, implement, monitor and evaluate their 

strategic plans. 

5.4 Suggestions for further research 

I suggest that further research be done on strategy implementation, monitoring and 

review. The reason for this is that strategy development and implementation are both key 

to the success of the strategy and the organization. Indeed, the effectiveness of the 

strategy can only be as good as its implementation. It would be useful to establish how 

effectively strategy implementation takes place at KPC 

Further research is also suggested in determining the parameters of performance 

evaluation that would be adopted in circumstances such as KPC's where the process of 

trat gy d velopment is heavily influ need by factor other than corporate logic. 

t nt to which the chief ex cuti can b h ld liabl m 
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Interview Guide 

DEPARTMENT QUESTIONS 

CEO What is the corporat curr nUy adopted and why was it chosen? 

Who was responsibl for th d v lopment of the corporate strategy? 

How was it developed? 

Will it be revised? and if so when and why will it be revised? 

What would you like to see improved or changed in the strategy and why? 

What factors affected the determination of the CSP? 

Engineering What do you consider to be the role of the department in the CSP? 

What was your role in the CSP 

Do you have a departmental strategic plan? If so, how was it developed? If not, why so? 

What would you consider to be the factors that affected the development of the strategy? 

Who was responsible for the development of the CSP? 

Human Resources Do you have a departmental SP?? 

How was it deve oped? 

w 0 was r ponstb for its development? 

Do you co nd ac or do you con id r to ha d lopm nt? 

Do our SP?? do ? 

0 CSP? 



Finance What is the SP of the department? 

How was it developed and who do you consider to be responsible for its preparation? 

Has the SP ever been revis d? If so. wh n nd why was this done? 

What factors do you con id r to h v aff cted the preparation of the SP? 

Do you consider the SP appropnate? 

Any other comments on the CSP? 

Corporate planning What do you consider to be the most fundamental factors affecting the 

development of the CSP? 

How was the CSP developed? 

Who was responsible for the development? 

Has the CSP been ever revised? 

What factors in influenced the revision? 

How often, if so will it be reviewed, why and by who? 

Any other observations about the CSP development? 

Operations What do you consider to be the most fundamental factors affecting the development of 

the CSP? 

Do you ha e a departmental SP? 

H SPd 

0 po d 



What factors in influenced the revision? 

How often, if so will it be reviewed, why and by whom? 

Any other observations about th CSP d v lopment 



Glossary of Terms 

i. Articles of association of the company at inception. 

ii. KOSF Kipevu Oil Storag f cility in Mombasa handling white oils 

iii. MIA Moi Intern tion I Airport, Mombasa 

iv. JKIA Jomo K ny ll lnt rnatlonal Airport, Nairobi 

v. NT Nairobi Termmal , KPC's central control and largest terminal 

vi. Throuhput The measure of quality of petroleum product measured in cubic meters (m3) 

pumped through the pipeline 

vii. ERSWEC Economic Recovery Strategy for wealth and employment creation. 

viii. WKPE Western Kenya Pipeline Extension 

ix. SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 


